WHI SCIENCE ACCELERATOR AT-LARGE POSITION

NOMINATION FORM

This form is to be completed by the nominator (self or other) to describe interest, qualifications, and vision for the professional role of Science Accelerator At-Large, WHI. The nomination form must be completed in full and submitted to Lindsey Bull, WHI Coordinating Center (lmbull@whi.org) by October 1, 2022.

Briefly describe your priorities / vision in this role: (No more than 1 page)

Briefly describe your qualifications for the position of Science Accelerator At-Large, Women’s Health Initiative (no more than 3 pages). Note: applicants are not required to have contributions in each area.

Selected WHI manuscripts (lead or senior author):

WHI related Grants (PI or Co-I):

Scientific presentations of WHI data:

Committee, Scientific Interest Group(s), and Working Group(s) roles in WHI:

WHI Mentees (supported grants applications, manuscripts, etc. using WHI data):

Other scientifically relevant scientific leadership roles including grants, manuscripts, committee experience, etc.: